Department of Extra Mural Activities organised 'Cultural Eve'

Department of Extra Mural Activities of DAV College organised 'Cultural Eve' at DAV College
Auditorium. Shri KD Bhandari ( MLA and Chief Parliamentary Secretary ) graced the event as
the honourable Chief Guest . Dean EMA Prof S S Randhawa and Deputy Dean EMA Prof. S J
Talwar started the event by a beautiful floral welcome to Principal Dr B B Sharma and Shri KD
Bhandari. Among other honored guests were SSP Kulwinder Singh Thiara, Shri Gurdeep Nagra
, Shri Rajinder Singh Nagra who were honoured with momentoes by the Principal Dr BB
Sharma and EMA department officials.

Shri KD Bhandari ( MLA and Chief Parliamentary Secretary ) at the glorious occasion quoted
&quot; its a privilege for me to be here to had a pretty glimpse of the talents that our youth
holds. For youth, I want to say that 'never let your failure decide your destiny', failures are a step
closer to success. We should enjoy the life and not exploit it. He also extolled the performers for
their superb performances.

Principal Dr B B Sharma at the cultural eve quoted &quot; I am mesmerized and immensely
happy with The incredible talent exhibited by our students and I am sure they would definitely
bring laurels to the institution, my blessings are with them &quot;. I am proud to be a part of
DAV College which has produced talented people like Jagjit Singh, Hans Raj Hans, Deepanshu
pandit ,Diljaan. A college which has 3.76 CGPA which exhibits that it excels in every field and
aspect and I am sure it will excel
in every sphere .

Dean of EMA department Prof S.S Randhawa quoted &quot; This college has a glorious
history of providing various gems to the society. Just like they pursued their talent.Now, these
extraordinary entities are following their dreams through their talent&quot;.

Performances included:

Group bhajan by the girls , and Hima played the harmonium, Gurkirat Kaur gave a sensational
speech to throw light on the fanatism and double standards of the society. Rishabh presented
awesome mimicry skills presenting voice of Amitabh Bachan , Kapil Sharma , Nana Partekar ,
Navjot Sidhu, Farhan Akhtar, Sharukh Khan etc.
Nisha presented “Punjabi lok geet “. Poonam presented western song and won many hearts .
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A sensational play “ Suraj na ugne vala desh “ was presented by EMA students , presenting
the greed consequencies .Rishab Guleria , Gaurav Bhagat , Saloni Banga , Rohit Guleria ,
Dhruv Nijwahan , Chetna Singh , Sahil Dubey , and the play was directed by Vishang Mehta .

Ludi was presented by Sukhnandan Kaur , Netu , Harpreet , Aman , Rupender , Komal ,
Inderpreet and others and Rajan Aujla voiced the entire ludi with his punjabi folk songs. A skit
was presented by Rohit , Sahik , Umang , Sharan , Shivani and Shubham and skit was directed
by Ankush Dhawan

Rajan Aujla and group presented their bhangra and set the stage on fire.Western dance was
presented amazingly. Poetical Symposium made the atmoshphere really philoshphical.

At this occasion Vice Principal Prof V K Sareen , Prof Amit Jain , Prof Rajiv Puri , Prof Isha ,
Prof Parul , Prof Ekjot , Prof Rajiv Sharma , Prof Dinesh , Prof Bhuvan , Prof Ritu , Prof S K
Middha , Prof Priyanka , Dr Pradeep were present to grace the occasion.
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